Pioneer Association, 27 Upper Sherrard Street, Dublin 1

Tel: (00353) 01 8749464

Email: pioneerroisin@jesuit.ie

Are You An
Experienced Writer
interested in Writing for

Pioneer magazine ?
You could earn a few Euro
and see your work in print !

Pioneer magazine, a Jesuit Publication since 1948, is currently
seeking new writers – lay and religious - for the coming year.
We are looking for articles to cover a wide range of topics from
religion and spirituality, history, general knowledge, health and
fitness, science and nature to name but a few.
If you have the experience, good knowledge on any specific topic and
a good command of the English language, why not send us a copy of
your work by email to pioneerroisin@jesuit.ie for consideration by
the Pioneer Editorial Board.

Please Read the Submission Guidelines
before sending your article.
GOOD LUCK

Pioneer Association, 27 Upper Sherrard Street, Dublin 1

Tel: (00353) 01 8749464

Email: pioneerroisin@jesuit.ie

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
for Pioneer Magazine


Pioneer magazine welcomes submissions from Pioneers and non-Pioneers alike, laity and religious.



Submitted Articles are put to the Editorial Board for consideration.



Articles should be typed clearly on A4 paper, using double lined spacing if sending by post.



Article may be emailed to pioneerroisin@jesuit.ie to be brought to the Editorial Board.



If an author chooses to write under a pseudonym, this should be stated clearly, giving the name to be

used printed on the covering page of the article.


Religious Articles for Pioneer magazine must be, in content, in accordance with the teachings of the

Catholic Church.


Articles not of a religious context should reflect the ethos of Pioneer, and appeal to our readership in

Ireland and overseas.


Pioneer is published well in advance of a particular month, i.e., the January issue of Pioneer is finished

in its entirety by the first day of November. Topical current affairs articles might be out of date between
the time of an author submitting an article and the time of printing and distribution. Therefore, articles
may be pulled from the magazine at any time up to the date of publication. This decision is at the
discretion of the Editor.


Authors should retain a copy of their work.



A coloured illustration to accompany an article is appreciated but not necessary.



The Editor reserves the right to edit submitted articles.



Remuneration is paid depending on the length and quality of a written piece.



Articles should be no less than 1,000 words.



Payment is made in the month for when the article is published, e.g., payments will be made in

January for articles that appear in the January, payment in February for articles that appear in the February issue, etc. The author will receive payment and a copy of their published work within the magazine.


Authors of articles sent for consideration will be contacted within three months of receipt of the

article if it is intended to be printed.


After three months from the time of sending of an article to Pioneer Central Office, its author is free to

try another publication with their article.


All published articles are copyright of the Pioneer Association.

The Editorial Team for Pioneer Magazine

